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19.06.2017 (Monday)

9:30 Registration

9:30 – 10:00 Morning Coffee (Atrium lobby)

Plenary session 1 (Stasov/Ushakov hall)

10:00 – 12:00

Kiminori Matsuyama (Northwestern)
«Engel's Law in the global economy: Demand-induced patterns of structural change and trade across countries»

Claude d'Aspremont (Louvain) «Managerial objectives, competition regimes and delegation in a model à la Hotelling»

Chair — Sergey Kichko

12:00 – 12:50 Coffee break (Atrium lobby)

Parallel Sessions 1

12:50 – 14:00

International Trade and Transition Countries (Stasov hall)

Guzman Ourens (IRES-UCLouvain)
«Uneven growth in the extensive margin: a new explanation for the divergence of agricultural economies»

Marcel Henkel (Duisburg-Essen), Tobias Seidel
«A spatial perspective on European Integration: Heterogeneous welfare and migration effects from the Single Market and the Brexit»

Housing (Ushakov hall)

Roman Zakharenko (HSE)
«Optimal coercion in property assembly»

Evgeniy Ozhegov (HSE - Perm)
«Heterogeneity of sellers in the housing market: difference in pricing strategies»

14:00 – 15:00 Lunch (Restaurant Barbazan @ Radisson Royal Hotel)

Parallel Sessions 2

15:00 – 16:45

International Trade Theory -1 (Stasov hall)
Anna Ignatenko (Davis)
«Vertical FDI and global sourcing strategies of multinational firms»

Kristian Behrens, Yasusada Murata (Nihon, HSE)
«On quantitative spatial models»

Federico Trionfetti (Aix-Marseille)
«Comparative skill premia»

Empirics of International Trade (Ushakov hall)
Dmitry Livdan, Vladimir Sokolov (ICEF HSE), Amir Yaron
«Dissecting gravity: From cargo shipments to country-level trade flows»

Julian Hinz (Kiel)
«The cost of sanctions: estimating lost trade with gravity»

Julien Martin, Isabelle Méjean, Mathieu Parenti (ULB)
«Revealed input specificity: Insights from firm-to-firm export data»

16:45 – 17:15 Coffee break (Atrium lobby)

Parallel Sessions 3
17:15 – 19:00

Industrial Organization - 1 (Stasov hall)
Johannes Boehma, Swati Dhingra, John Morrow (Birkbeck)
«Swimming upstream: Input-output linkages and the direction of product adoption»

Andrei Matveenko (CERGE-EI)
«Logit, CES, and rational inattention»

Roman Chuhay (HSE)
«Word of mass: The relationship between mass media and word of mouth»

International Trade Theory - 2 (Ushakov hall)
Sergey Kokovin, Shamil Sharapudinov (HSE), Alexander Tarasov
«Heterogeneous consumers matching heterogeneous firms in monopolistic competition»

Natalia Aizenberg (Irkutsk), Igor Bykadorov, Sergey Kokovin, Evgeny Zhelobodko
«Optimal reciprocal import tariffs under VES»

Vera Danilina (Aix-Marseille), Federico Trionfetti
«Carrot and Stick: collateral effects of green public policy»

19:30 Boat trip along rivers and canals - Pier at 34 Fontanka River embankment.
20.06.2017 (Tuesday)

9:30   Registration

9:30 – 10:00 Morning Coffee (Atrium lobby)

Plenary session 2 (Stasov/Ushakov hall)
10:00 – 12:00

Pierre-Philippe Combes (Lyon) «The production function for housing: evidence from France» (with Gilles Duranton and Laurent Gobillon)

Keith Head (British Columbia) «Brands in motion: how frictions shape multinational production» (with Thierry Mayer)

Chair — Alexander Tarasov

12:00 – 12:30 Coffee (Atrium lobby)

Plenary session 3 (Stasov/Ushakov hall)
12:30 – 13:30

Esteban Rossi-Hansberg (Princeton) «Evaluating the economic costs of sea level rise»

Chair — Yasusada Murata

13:30 – 14:30 Lunch (Restaurant Barbazan @ Radisson Royal Hotel)

Parallel Sessions 4
14:30 – 16:15

Markets and Competition (Stasov hall)
Mark Lijesen, Carlo Reggiani (Manchester) «Specialization choice, market competition and generic firms»
Filippo Balestrieri, Sergei Izmalkov (NES), Joao Leao «Spatial competition with intermediaries»
Marina Sandomirskiaia (HSE), Jacques-François Thisse, Philip Ushchev «On Unifying Local and Global Competition: when Kaldor Meets Chamberlin»

Spatial Economics (Ushakov hall)
Juan Carlos Lopez (Denver) «Water for arid regions: An Economic Geography approach»
Vladislav Gordeev, Rustam Magomedov, Tatiana Mikhailova (RANEPA) «Agglomeration effects in Russian manufacturing»
José Gaspar (Porto), Sofia Castro, João Correia-da-Silva «Economic geography meets Hotelling: a home-sweet-home effect»

16:15 – 16:40 Coffee (Atrium lobby)

Parallel Sessions 5
16:40 – 17:50

*Industrial Organization - 2 (Stasov hall)*
Elena Glamozdina, Sergey Kokovin (HSE) «Stochastic Industry: A version of Asplund-Nocke model»
Dongyu Guo (Duisburg-Essen) «Mergers with structural remedies in a Cournot oligopoly»

*Industrial Organization - 3 (Ushakov hall)*
Mongoljin Batsaikhan (New Delhi) «Growth for micro enterprises in developing countries: Evidence from phone card wholesalers in Mongolia»
Sergey Kichko (HSE), Pierre Picard, Philip Ushchev «Conformism, product quality, heterogeneity and trade»

17:50 – 18:00 Break

Parallel Sessions 6
18:00 – 19:10

*Economic History (Stasov hall)*
David Gomtsyan (Turin) «The Roman origins of modern migration»
Vera Ivanova (HSE) «Grain prices in the Russian Empire: did convergence come by train?»

*Urban Economics (Stasov hall)*
Anja Grujovic (Geneva) «Microfoundations of skill-biased knowledge spillovers: a task-based approach»
Pascal Mossay, Pierre Picard (Luxemburg), Takatoshi Tabuchi «Urban structures with forward and backward linkages»
19:10 – 22:00 Conference Dinner (Restaurant Barbazan @ Radisson Royal Hotel).